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Magnets are attractive

Obtain a magnet. Find things that are attracted to
the magnet. Make a chart of your findings. Before
you test each object, predict what you think will
happen when it is placed near a magnet. Do the
activity on website 54-1.

Science exploration

Observations
Magnets are made of iron and other metals. They can attract some types of
metals, but not all. Some magnets are stronger than others. They pull on other
metals with a greater force.

Science activity
Caitlyn is holding a magnet over a tray of paper clips. The rounded paper
clips are made of metal, and the triangular clips are made of plastic. Color in
the paper clips that will be attracted to the magnet.
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Using touch to distinguish rough and smooth materials is
stressed in this activity, although sight may also be
helpful. Ask the child how rough things differ in
appearance from smooth things. Have the child do tree
bark rubbings to compare different trees’ textures.

52 ✩ Rough and smooth stuff
Observations
Some surfaces are smooth. Your hand can slide over them easily. Some
surfaces feel rough. They feel bumpy when rubbed. Very rough surfaces
can hurt your hand if you rub them.

Science activity
Which of these surfaces is the roughest? Which is the smoothest? Can you
list these things in order of roughness? Write the roughest one first.

glass bottle

doormat

sieve

carpet

Science exploration 1

2

3

4

doormat

sieve

carpet

glass bottle

This activity shows how we can use our senses to group
materials. Encourage the child to tap metals, plastic,
and wood while listening for their sounds. Have the
child sort some of his or her toys by the main materials
from which they are made. 

51 ✩Materials we use
Observations
The things around you are made from different materials, such as metal,
wood, and plastic. Metals often look shiny. Their color may have a copper,
silver, or golden. Metals can bend without breaking. Wood does not feel cold
to the touch and breaks when bent. Plastics can be shiny and smooth. Some
plastics will break when bent and others will not. When you tap wood, metal,
or plastic, they all make different types of sounds – “ching,” “clunk,” or “thud.”

Science activity
Help Demetrius decide if these objects are made of metal, wood, or plastic.
First write the words metal, wood, and plastic on the dotted lines. Then
draw a line joining each object to the correct word. 

Science exploration

ching
clunk

ching

thud clunk

thud

clunkchingthud

metal wood plastic

Though a refrigerator magnet will work, it is more
effective to get stronger magnets from a toy store or
hobby shop. Have the child make a prediction before
experimenting. The child will learn that only metal
materials are attracted to magnets. 

54 ✩ Magnets are attractive

Science exploration

Observations
Magnets are made of iron and other metals. They can attract some types of
metals, but not all. Some magnets are stronger than others. They pull on other
metals with a greater force.

Science activity
Caitlyn is holding a magnet over a tray of paper clips. The rounded paper
clips are made of metal, and the triangular clips are made of plastic. Color in
the paper clips that will be attracted to the magnet.

The child learns that metals are shiny materials, and
some are shinier than others. The child may need 
some help in keeping the foil smooth. Rumpled foil 
can be turned into a lesson; for example, making more
than one mirror will show that smoother foil makes 
a shinier mirror. 

53 ✩Shiny stuff
Observations
Metals are often shiny. If the surface of a metal is polished, you can see your
reflection when you look at it. This is why metals are used to make mirrors. If
you shine a flashlight onto a shiny metal surface, you can see a reflection of
the light on the wall.

Science activity
Which of these spoons is made of metal? Place a check mark (✔) in the 
correct box.

Science exploration

Which of these spoons is the shiniest? Place a check mark (✔) in the 
correct box.

✔

✔
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Though a refrigerator magnet will work, it is more 
effective to get stronger magnets from a toy store or 
hobby shop. Have the child make a prediction 
before experimenting. The child will learn that only 
metal materials are attracted to magnets.
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